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Computation, Philosophy, and Art: The Computed Image

Bill Dally (the chief scientist and senior vice president of research at NVIDIA), in a recent

op-ed article, warned of the end of Moore's Law. The law is named after the founder of Intel

and is not so much of a natural law as it is a statement of purpose. It demanded the doubling

of computing performance every 18 months. This statement has been generally true since the

founding of the company. Dally pointed out that while the theoretical performance of

computing has scaled, effective performance has stagnated. He attributes this to the

differences between serial and parallel approaches in processor designs. As the strategy of

the processor industry embraces multiple processors instead of increasing single processor

models the only way to advance realizable performance gains is to make real advances in

parallel computing software. Dally's call to action is one echoed by many in the computer

science community and presents one of the most difficult theoretical problems confronting

the field. He sums up the difference between serial and parallel processing with a very

simple analogy. The process of reading a book is serial. Each letter, word and sentence must

be consumed in a specific linear order. Counting the number of works in a book, however, is

most effectively accomplished as a parallel process. Adding x number of counters to the task

will diminish the time it takes to count all the words by a factor of x. The performance gain

scales linearly. This is not the case for reading. More readers do not translate into faster time

to consuming the content of the book. What you need is simply one faster reader. The

situation in processor performance is such that making a single faster processor is becoming

increasingly difficult and inefficient while producing diminishing returns. Thus, the most

recent path forward for industry and scientific computing has been putting multiple

processors to work in parallel to produce the performance gains desired. The issue with

pursuing a computing path forward that solves problems in parallel as opposed to serial

should be made clear by Dally's book analogy. Reading and counting are different tasks. A
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grand shift in computing from serial to parallel cannot happen for many tasks. In all

probability the very nature of computation has been so greatly influenced by its serial

heritage that what is known to be possible now may be very different from the potentialities

that are created by a embracing of parallel processing.1

This shift in computing logic is not only a technical issue. It is a philosophical issue in

which the ways in which we use and relate to computation will need to be further developed

and in some cases re-developed. Computer science pioneer and president of Stanford

University John Hennessy said in an interview that research investment into developing

parallel processing has been historically low and a new concerted investment is needed to

solve very difficult and hard questions in parallel computing.2 Computer science occupies a

particularly unique position among the sciences. It is not merely a field that is moved along

by advances in physics or mathematics. It is equally influenced by what was originally the

exclusive realm of philosophy, logic. Computer science and its opportunities offers

philosophers and scientists to explore certain kinds of logic extended into a realm of the

mechanical; the automaton as philosopher Gilles Deleuze would put it. In fact, one of the

enduring thrusts of Deleuze's philosophy was the interest in "the relations between the arts,

science, and philosophy" and what he called their true objects. "The true object of science is

to create functions, the true object of art is to create sensory aggregates [affects], and the

object of philosophy is to create concepts." Despite being a philosopher he put them in "no

order of priority" as each was essentially creative. Deleuze wished to find and articulate the

"resonances between" the disciplines and pose the question "how is it possible for a concept,

an aggregate, and a function to interact?"3 It is in these questions that this essay hopes to

address a rather interesting shift that is taking place in computer science. While a large

1. Dally, Bill, "Life After Moore's Law," Forbs.com: April 29, 2010.

2. Stokes, Jon, "Stimulus: Stanford's president on the $800 billion question," Ars Technica.com: April 13, 2009.

3. Deleuze, Gilles, "Negotiation 1972-1990," trans. Martin Joughin, Columbia University Press, New York:

1995. pp. 123-124.
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scientific effort takes shape in order to continue the advance of computation I would like to

begin the task of exploring the possibilities that computation has in evoking new concepts

and new affects. It is my goal then to begin to discuss the potentialities that can be opened up

as artists and thinkers engage with computed media. Ultimately the purpose is to articulate a

computed aesthetic: perceivable quality of the computed as expressed in the artistic and

conceptual engagement with computation itself.

Information Technology and Deleuze: Control Society

Deleuze never addresses computation or computability as such. The instances in which he

has come close refer to information technology, the electronic image, and various forms of

automata. Generally, his views on these forms of computation have been generally

pessimistic. In the introductory chapter of "A Thousand Plateaus" Deleuze and Felix Guattari

express a common issue they have with information technology.

"Arborescent systems are hierarchical systems with centers of significance and

subjectification, central automata like organized memories. In the corresponding

models, an element only receives information from a higher unit, and only

receives a subjective affection along preestablished paths. This is evident in

current problems in information science and computer science, which still cling

to the oldest modes of thought in that they grant all power to a memory or

central organ."4

Their issue comes from a fundamental opposition to the main trajectory of continental

philosophy in which difference is subordinated to identity as Deleuze argues in "Difference

and Repetition." It is the understanding that the ontological focus of Platonic thought and its

followers is one that focuses on a transcendent ideal form. Deleuze and Guattari are more

4. Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Felix. "A Thousand Plateaus: capitalism and schizophrenia." trans. Brian

Massumi. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis: 1987. pp. 16-17
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interested in immanent becomings that place difference itself as the apriori element to

becoming as opposed to identity; a process ontology. Todd May explains Deleuze's over

arching argument as such:

"What there is is difference in itself, a pure difference that forms the soil for all

identities, all distinctions, and all negations. The task of philosophy is to create

concepts for difference."5

It is from this perspective that Deleuze and Guattari promote immanent, non-hierarchical, and

de-territorializing concepts as the source of becoming. They subscribe to no transcendent

constant and instead envision the source of life and thought to be a immanent plane of flux

and relations. Information technology, in which data is organized in to hierarchical

structures, is associated with "control society." Deleuze describes this in contrast to

Foucaults "disciplinary societies" of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries which, for

Deleuze, are at an end. "Control societies are taking over from disciplinary societies." In

this society "language is digital (though not necessarily binary)."6 The arborescent structure

of control society is then put in to opposition to the rhizome. "Unlike trees or their roots, the

rhizome connects any point to any other point, and its traits are not necessarily lined to traits

of the same nature; it brings into play very different regimes of signs, and even nonsign

states."7 This structure allows for pure relation and expression of difference to exist.

These views paint a very unfortunate picture for the possibility of a immanent development

and relation to computation. Deleuze's and Guattari's clear deprecation of information

technology in the introductory chapter of "A Thousand Plateaus" is at once a challenge and

5. May, Todd, "Gilles Deleuze: An Introduction," Cambridge University Press, Cambridge: 2005. pp. 21.

6. Deleuze, Gilles, "Negotiation 1972-1990," trans. Martin Joughin, Columbia University Press, New York:

1995. pp. 177-179.

7. Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Felix. "A Thousand Plateaus: capitalism and schizophrenia." trans. Brian

Massumi. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis: 1987. pp. 21.
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an opportunity for those philosophers and artists looking for an immanent potentiality in

computation and computed media. The passage is focused on information technology not

computation in general. This distinction is important and, to a limited extent, makes

understandable the comparatively hopeful tone that concludes the book when they talk about

progress and striation. This is not a distinction Deleuze produces himself but seems essential

for understanding instances in which he is optimistic about the potential of new media.

Information technology refers specifically to the identification, encoding, and organizing of

digital data. This is not the same as computation in general despite its integral role in the

functioning of computational tools. Computation and computed media are a specific subset

of logic. It is a mechanical Boolean logic that can be executed a inhuman rates and scales. It

is a process. It is in this sense of computation that Deleuze seems to see the potential to resist

the dominant trend of information technology and control society. The ontological re-

centering of new media from digital data to a logical process offers a partial path to

producing immanent computed media. The second step to opening up computation gets

clearly articulated in the final chapter of "A Thousand Plateaus."

"We are always, however, brought back to a dissymmetrical necessity to cross

from the smooth to the striated, and from the striated to the smooth. If it is true

that itinerant geometry and the nomadic number of smooth spaces are a constant

inspiration to royal science and striated space, conversely, the metrics of striated

spaces (metron) is indispensable for the translation of the strange data of a

smooth multiplicity."

"Nothing is ever done with: smooth space allows itself to be striated, and striated

space reimparts a smooth space, with potentially very different values, scope,

and signs. Perhaps we must say that all progress is made by and in striated

space, but all becoming occurs in smooth space."8
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The relationship between the hierarchical and non-hierarchical as well as immanent

smooth planes and striated relations are not so fundamentally opposed such that they must

exist independent of each other. They are necessary components of each other. It is this co-

implication of the smooth and the striated that characterizes all technology and progress.

From Cinema to Computation: technological striation and immanent implication

Technology in general and computation in particular are forms of striation. This fact does

not however mean that our relation with these technologies exclude the possibility to imply

concepts and affects that correspond to immanence. This quality of technology is not without

its precedent as Deleuze shows in his two volume work on cinema. Deleuze opens the first

volume in saving Bergson's early description of cinema as merely a uniform striation of

images of frozen movement. Bergson's cinema was simply an extension of the photographic

image. Due to the mechanically striated way in which the illusion of movement is presented,

cinema could never truly express movement. Deleuze argues throughout the first volume that

cinema, despite its technological striation of movement and time, can indeed allow for

auteurs and audiences to think about, experiment with and experience a "movement-image".9

In the second volume Deleuze further examines post-war film makers and concludes that

what they were now interested in something different.

"It is here that the reversal is produced: movement is no longer simply aberrant,

aberration is now valid in itself and designates time as its direct cause. ... The

relation, sensory-motor situation --> indirect image of time is replaced by a non-

8. Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Felix. "A Thousand Plateaus: capitalism and schizophrenia." trans. Brian

Massumi. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis: 1987. pp. 486.

9. Deleuze, Gilles, "Cinema 1: the movement-image," trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam,

University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis: 1986.
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localizable relation, pure optical and sound situation --> direct time-image.

Opsigns and sonsigns are direct presentations of time."10

Not only can cinema present movement but time as well. The technical aspects of film and

cinema aside, movement and time can be creatively explored and manipulated. Movement

and time can find an affective expression in cinema. In the concluding chapter of "Cinema 2"

Deleuze points a path forward computed media:

"The new automatism is worthless in itself if it is not put to the service of a

powerful, obscure, condensed will to art, aspiring to deploy itself through

involuntary movements which non the less do not restrict it. An original will to

art has already been defined by us in the change affecting the intelligible content

of cinema itself: the substitution of the time-image for the movement-image. So

that electronic images will have to be based on still another will to art, or on as

yet unknown aspects of the time-image."11

This is Deleuze's most optimistic view of new media. This passage indicates the new forms

of art that would need to take shape with the developments of new media. This new "will to

art" and its expression would beyond cinema to explore as it would be specifically related to

the formation of new relations to and with new media.

10. Deleuze, Gilles, "Cinema 2: the time-image," trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta, University of

Minnesota Press, Minneapolis: 1989. pp. 41.

11. Deleuze, Gilles, "Cinema 2: the time-image," trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta, University of

Minnesota Press, Minneapolis: 1989. pp. 266.
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Qualities of New Media and Immanent Potentiality

In "New Philosophy For New Media" Mark Hansen asks the question what is new about

new media. The question Deleuze asks is what new potentialities does new media offer for

affective relations in art and conceptual relations in philosophy? Hansen's goal of developing

a philosophy of new media that attempts to move away from the substance ontology of

identity expressed in Manovich's detailed description of new media moves interpretive

agency from media to body.12 This move is not what Deleuze is most interested in.

What is both common and significant about new media is not the crisis of the medium and

as such the necessary reentering of the affective body as Hansen argues. The common factor

in new media is that it is computed media. It is this process of computation that

fundamentally confronts all artists and thinkers that would either use new media to emulate

previous forms or forge new affective and conceptual relations with and through

computation. This is similar to Lev Manovich's description of new media as well. Hansen

criticizes Manovich for the focus he gives to comparing new media with old forms of media.

This is a valid criticism and one that Deleuze would agree with. It is however important to

note the unique aspects that Manovich describes: Numerical Representation, Modularity,

Automation, Variability, and Transcoding.13

"the most fundamental quality of new media [...] has no historical precedient --

programmability. ... from one point of view new media is indeed another type of

media, from another it is simply a particular type of computer data, something

stored in files and databases, retrieved and sorted, run through algorithms and

written to the output device."14

12. Hansen, Mark, "New Philosphy for New Media," MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts: 2006.

13. Manovich, Lev, "The Language of New Media," MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts: 2001. pp. 21-48.

14. Manovich, Lev, "The Language of New Media," MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts: 2001. pp. 47-48.
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The ontological ground of Manovich's description should be fairly clear. For him, New

Medias qualities are grounded in its status as computer data. The procedural nature of

computed media is a secondary characteristic. If we would only invert this aprior status of

data and process we would arrive at what Manovich rightly points out to be the fundamental

quality without historical precedent: programmability. Manovich takes a much easier and

accessible path in his book. He describes new media first in contrast to the older forms it so

successfully replicates and secondly as digital data. It would have been much more difficult

to write about new media in 2001 from the perspective of process ontology.

To take Deleuze's philosophy into computation the programmability of new media needs to

be further complicated and expanded. It is not just that new media is programmable, it is that

new media is an expression of a computational logic and process. All computed media then

is an expression of the algorithms in process to create, transform and present the media to us.

From Algorithmic-Image to Process-Image

Just as cinema became able to affectively present variations of time when it embraced pure

optical and sound images, computation and computed media should be able to express

computation in process when it openly explores the mechanical limits of the algorithms that

drive it. An algorithmic process is a predetermined logic. It purpose and procedure by which

it proceeds are clear and static. Computed media has generally proceeded as an expression of

this algorithmic-image. The notion of commands and functions in text based and graphical

interfaces are algorithmic-images. The narrative that unfolds as a single-player game

proceeds from start to finish is an algorithmic-image. Even the seemingly open-ended

MMORPGs (massive online multi-player role playing games) are highly rule governed.

Modern computation, however, due to the speed and scale at which a computational

automaton can operate, open unknown continuous process could be conceptually implicated

and affectively experienced. Deleuze and Guattari actually give a very good example of the

what we can call a direct process-image.
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"Is it possible to give a very general mathematical definition of smooth spaces?

Benoit Mandelbrot's "fractals" seem to be on that path. Fractals are aggregates

whose number of dimensions is fractional rather than whole, or else whole but

with continuous variation in direction. ... But the main thing is that it provides a

general determination for smooth space that takes into account its differences

from and relations to striated space."15

The example of fractals is an especially important one in two ways. 1) In order to generate

and explore a fractal geometry in all its significance computational tools are necessary.

Without the ability to repeat a simple algorithmic procedure at the speed of a modern

computer, implications and applications of fractal geometry could never be realized. 2) A

simple algorithmic procedure repeated to near infinity implies a conceptual and affective

expression that goes beyond the striated genesis of the image. It is then possible to see a

parallel between the mechanical striation of cinema that goes on to implicate and express

smooth continuous concepts and the procedural striation of the algorithm that extends at such

a speed and scale as to implicate an continuous becoming.

With fractals in mind we can express a more clear description of the process-image as

open and able to implicate a continuous becoming. There are not many examples of this. The

fractal image is able to implicate a specific process at work in computation. With and through

process-images a certain open ended implication of a infinitely itterable procedure is

affectively grasped. In fractals we are presented with a sequence of a single geometry

repeated such that a infinite space can be easily imagined with each part necessarily engaged

with and situated in a unique relation with the whole.

15. Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Felix. "A Thousand Plateaus: capitalism and schizophrenia." trans. Brian

Massumi. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis: 1987. pp. 487-488.
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Affective Relations with Computation: the problem of HCI

There is currently a problem of transparency in the affective process of creation involving

computed media. The process of computed media is generally obscured by perfect emulation

of other forms of media. Lev Manovich’s critique of HCI (Human Computer Interaction) is

merely a limited form of this issue.16 The issue of HCI is not as Manovich states that it is

bound to a cinematic mode but that HCI is a layer of mediation that obscures the procedural

essence of computation. This layer of mediation draws on many different forms of media and

epistemological organizations work to mask the procedural relation between artists and

computation. In order for computed media and concepts to express and implicate truly new

affects and concepts it will be necessary for those engaged to have a intimate and honest

relation to the processes in which they explore.

An artist or thinker who wants to approach computed media on its own plane of

immanence is to engage with the procedures that computation makes possible. This is not to

say that the ability for an HCI to adequately emulate processes of previous media is bad. It is

the mutability of computation that is its tremendously useful power. Yet for computed media

to implicate something new, practitioners must engage with it on a much more intimate level.

This of course occurs in most experimental media in which the line between artist and

engineer is largely extinct. There is however often a barrier to communicability of the

experience of these practitioners and those who would be affected by their creations. It is

fortunate that to experience a sculpture, painting, or even film can connect a viewer to the

process by which the artist and medium are engaged. One can see and feel the artists brush

strokes, chisel marks and imagine the directors splice at each cut. Computed media does not

provide us with this kind of connection as long as it is used to emulate other media. For

example, if digital-cinema is to critically approach computation it should impart to a high

16. Manovich, Lev, "The Language of New Media," MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts: 2001. pp. 88-93.
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level of procedural transparency in which the viewer can be actively aware of the computed

sequence that produces the images before their eyes.

Process-image at maturity: parallelism and quantum computation

As computation leaves the arena of linear scalability and enters a realm in which

parallelism becomes a key component to the process-image the challenge to work in

procedures that happen in parallel becomes more than just a scientific problem. This issue

will be further compounded and complicated as developments in quantum computing take

shape. The theoretical promise of quantum computing is such that computation goes beyond

parallel tasks and is able to address truly simultaneous states and processes. Instead of each

bit in a circuit being in an on or off state, a q-bit can occupy many states singularly and at

once.

The analogy of reading a book versus counting the number of words in a book can be

further complicated here. What if a hybrid task needed to be solved. The search for a single

sentence within the book is such a task. It requires both sorting through all the words as well

as comparing sets of words to the sentence in question. The solution to how to scale the

performance of this task as the length of the book gets infinitely large is an area that quantum

computation can help. The issue of sorting through a set of documents in an average time

that does not exceed .5*(the time it takes to check all documents) is part of one of the

Millennium Prizes Problems posed by the Clay Mathematics Institute. This is the P vs NP

problem. Its relationship to computing should be obvious. Take a search engine like

Google. Given the architecture of serial computing, a search must be performed

sequentially. Therefore, as the set of objects to be searched approaches infinity, so to does

the time it takes. This process can of course be perceptually minimized with the development

of parallelism, the architecture by which multiple processors of a single problem work in

unison. The issue of navigating a shifting realm of relation between the nodes of memory

becomes exponentially difficult. Even given a static set of relations in a static collective

memory(x) the search-able set is x2 . In a constantly growing memory and dynamically
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shifting relations the issue becomes even more intractable as the limit of xn→∞2.

Although there has yet to be a quantum computer created that can operate practically, the

theory and prototypes of quantum computing hope to solve the issue of navigating infinite

data in finite time. Researchers at Google, Purdue University, and D-Wave Systems Inc.

published an algorithm in 2009 using a quantum computer that describes sorting through a

finite set in half the average time it would take to sort by traditional computing

methods.17 The implications and opportunities that are afforded philosophers and artists

become especially more rich when computation and computed media can begin to implicate

true simultaneity. The potential to newly examine process, becoming, and even causality

comes with theoretical quantum computation. Resistance to control society will demand a

affective and conceptual understanding of and relation to massive parallelism and quantum

computation. It will no longer be adequate to address computation as merely an input and

output but as a expanding network of non-linearly related processes in process.

17. Neven H., Denchev V., Rose G., & Macready W. "Training a Large Scale Classifier with the Quantum

Adiabatic Algorithm" arXiv: 0912.0779v1 December 4, 2009.
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